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The Intelligent Supply Chain.

Prevedere, Proteggere, Ottimizzare
Le parole chiave per affrontare l’incertezza dei mercati e 
garantire la disponibilità dei prodotti.

Paolo Liverani

Sales Executive | TOOLSGROUP
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THE REAL WORLD
It doesn’t always follow the rules
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In the real world…

Product life cycles shorten 
and products proliferate

The pandemic is just 
one example of 
forceful change in 
global markets

Demand volatility and 
intermittent demand 
exponentially increase

Pressure increases to 
improve service and 
“do more with less”

Network complexity 
grows

Supply chain 
disruptions, fuel 
price volatility and 
scarce skill sets are 
the new normal
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The main purpose of the Supply Chain, in a nutshell, is to guarantee:

Product

Quantity

Location Time

Cost

Customer
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To guarantee the product availability we have to make

Distribution 
Centers

Raw Material 
Suppliers

Multi-Plants

Store / Dealer

Logistics 
Providers

Contract
Manufacturers

Wholesalers

hundreds, 

thousands, 

millions,
of micro-decisions based on: 

billions of data points

Every Day.

Customer
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Global Vision

Mastering Supply Chain Complexity.

Accelerating Business Performance by 

automating the vast majority of day-to-

day decisions that planners have to make 

in order to guarantee product availability

Global Approach

Data Driven Forecasting based on 

Machine Learning,  Customer service 

Planning and  Supply Chain Optimization.



ToolsGroup is a proven leader in Supply Chain Optimization

ToolsGroup sets the industry standard for 
five years running in the Inventory 
Optimization Value Matrix, delivering 
usability and functionality that helps 
customers achieve value through one of the 
most autonomous inventory optimization 
and supply chain planning solutions on the 
market

Nucleus Research

First “Demand Analytics” 
application based on 
Machine Learning Engine. 
2014

TG Project of 
awarded as
2020 Industrial 
Supply Chainnovator

Best Practices Award

2020
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Our pillars to help companies to “Be ready for anything”

PREDICT MORE BEHAVIORS

PROTECT AGAINST SURPRISES

PERFORM MORE EFFICIENTLY

Advanced Demand 
Planning

Proactive service-oriented 
replenishment and 

distribution planning Customer-service-oriented 
Inventory Optimization
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▪ Allocation & 
Replenishment

▪ Dynamic Min/Max 
Projected 
Requirements

▪ Monitoring & 
Visibility

▪ Supply 
Collaboration

▪ Service Level 
Optimization

▪ Multi-Echelon 
Inventory 
Optimization

▪ Mix, Stage & Lot Size 
Optimization

▪ Inventory Modeling

▪ Promotions Planning

▪ New Product 
Introduction

▪ External Demand 
Causals

▪ Early Signal Analysis

▪ Demand 
Collaboration

Demand Modeling

▪ Probabilistic 
Forecasting

▪ Seasonality

▪ Daily patterns

▪ Calendars

▪ Sales Windows

Supply Chain Planning & Optimization

▪ MPS

▪ Finite Capacity Plan

▪ ATP

▪ Production 
Scheduling

▪ MES

Demand Sensing & 
Planning

Production Planning 
& Scheduling

Supply Planning
Inventory 

Optimization

Plus any 3rd party data sources

SALES & OPERATIONS PLANNING

DASHBOARDS & PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT

Company Confidential - Copyright © 2021. All rights reserved.
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Forecast management
efficiency (planner workload -50%)

Forecast accuracy
improvement
(20% forecast 
error reduction)

Inventory Reduction 20-30%
Decreasing of dead stock (5% of stock level)

Lost sales -10/30%
Service Level  (Product Availablity): + 5-10%

Centralized
Planning & Fair 

allocation
To the peripheral

depots

Long-term
Planning and 

short term
collaboration
with suppliers

Dramatically 
decreasing of 
expediting for 
shortage for 

critical orders
97% of 

automatic 
decisions made 
by the system
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We have industry 

expertise

Retail

Internet 
Retail

MRO

Wholesale 
Distribution

Consumer 
Goods

Fashion and 
Apparel

Specialty 
Chemicals

Healthcare Pharma

Telecom 
Retail

Industries Industrial 
and Durables

Aftermarket 
Parts

Food and 
Beverage
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Our Customers Worldwide are Ready for Anything→

RETAIL

TELCO

FOOD & BEVERAGE

AUTOMOTIVE & AFTERMARKET

PHARMA & HEALTHCARE WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTION

CONSUMER GOODS

MANUFACTURINGFASHION & APPAREL
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Innovation → Trust in technology.
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End user-mastered 
technology and material 

Stone age: 2 000 000 - 5 000 B.C.  
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No single company or human 
being masters all the technologies 

required

21st Century
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PREDICTIVE.

What will be!

Fully Powered By Machine Learning Engine on Cloud

DESCRIPTIVE.

What it is!

PRESCRIPTIVE.

What to do!
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Machine Learning in SO99+ for Predictive Demand Analytics 

Machine Learning 
technology is packaged in 
specific engines that apply 
one or more ML 
techniques to analyze and 
predict the behavior in a 
specific application 
context. 
ML custom applications 
are deprecated. 

The following Machine Learning engines are currently available:

Azure AI

Power BI



● Fast-growing global cosmetics brand
● 7,700 employees and  900+ retail stores

• Tremendous growth of new stores
• Fast evolving market; new trends, products,  and requirements
• Highly competitive industry
• Complexity of promotions, seasonality, new sales channels

• Service and stock level optimization
• Demand planning: New stores, new products and promos modeled 

through a combination of store clusters and product supersession 
to understand potential sales

• Replenishment planning ensures centralized order management

• Improved forecast accuracy including seasonality of products and 
stores

• Precise management of retail promotions and product launches
• Greater planner productivity with automated exception 

management

Help Arrives

Life is Even Better

Life is Good

Big Challenge

“Our previous systems were not able to deal 
with these complexities; with SO99+ we are 
finally able to precisely manage promotions 
and product launches.”

- Gianmarco Mangili, KIKO Milano Planning 
Director



SKF has been a leading global technology provider and innovator 
since 1907. This $9 billion manufacturer supplies seals, motion 
technologies, services, and lubrication systems and is the world's 
largest bearings producer.

Dated, siloed planning processes combined with growth by acquisition 
made planning increasingly chaotic. Nearly 300 planners struggled with 
manual, firefighting planning.

SO99+ enabled a 'digital twin' to automate and future-proof SKF's
supply chain. It optimizes inventory levels against desired service levels 
to compete without excessive storage, transportation costs, and 
obsolescence. The solution calculates a global forecast for each product 
and provides planners with complete end-to-end control of products 
lines. 

By optimizing inventory levels throughout its network for roughly 15,000 
SKUs, SKF has already reduced inventory by 23%. It has achieved these 
savings with 20% less planning resources.

Help Arrives

Life is Even Better

Life is Good

Big Challenge

"Each product now has one global forecast, 
one planning method, one responsibility, 
and true end-to-end accountability.“

- Joerg Schlager, Business Transformation 
Manager at SKF



Granarolo produces and distributes fresh milk and dairy-cheese, dry 
pasta, balsamic vinegar, deli meats and vegetables. It owns its entire 
supply chain and production network and runs thousands of 
promotions annually.

Granarolo contended with short shelf-lives, promotional pressures and an 
expansive product range. It needed a centralized network, visibility into 
demand, distribution and production, increased point-of-sale residual shelf 
life and reduced transportation costs related to urgent deliveries. 

ToolsGroup’s SO99+ creates a reliable forecast and sets inventory levels, 
complying with logistical constraints without compromising service. 
Granarolo also implemented ToolsGroup's Promotions Forecasting which 
uses machine learning technology to translate historical data into reliable 
estimates of future promotion.

Granarolo boosted service, improved sales and reduced transportation 
costs. Its average forecast reliability increased 5pp, with a peak of about 
95% for fresh milk and cream and 88% for yogurt and dessert. It reduced its 
inventory by more than 50%, cutting its working capital and lead time in 
half. It halved its delivery time as well, significantly increasing product 
freshness and minimizing obsolescence.

Help Arrives

Life is Even Better

Life is Good

Big Challenge



Sonepar is an independent, family-owned company and the leading 
worldwide B2B distributor of electrical products and related services. 
It manages 167 operating companies spanning 44 countries. Sonepar
Italia has a turnover of €1.1 billion, over 100 stock and distribution 
centers and over 350,000 items.

Sonepar Italia manages a wide selection of products, an e-commerce 
platform and a multichannel environment with customers in the residential, 
industrial, commercial and utilities markets. It needed a system that could 
organize its network despite growing business complexity.

Hosted on the Microsoft Azure cloud, Sonepar implemented ToolsGroup’s 
full SO99+ solution to improve forecast accuracy, stock planning and 
service. Sonepar also employs ToolsGroup’s Demand Collaboration Hub 
(DCH) to provide visibility across teams and eliminate siloed planning.

Sonepar achieved a fully automated planning process. It saw a 33% at 
branch level and 9% at DC level stock reduction; 4% improvement in service 
levels, reaching 99+% for A-class items. It significantly improved planner 
productivity and overall business performance. 

Help Arrives

Life is Even Better

Life is Good

Big Challenge

“With the new machine learning system
we can manage our fast business growth 
by managing the planning "by 
exception" to minimize manual 
interventions.” 

- Thierry Conte, Logistics Director 
Sonepar Italia



NHS Blood and Transplant (NHSBT) is responsible for organizing a 
reliable, efficient supply of blood and associated services to the NHS 
in England and for matching and allocating donated organs.

NHSBT needed a tool that could account for the erratic supply and demand 
for each blood type, perishability, storage and transport logistics and 
demand spikes associated with donations and deliveries. Manually intensive 
spreadsheets could not support an optimal blood inventory mix for each 
hospital or perform 'what-if' calculations to prepare for crises. 

Powered by SO99+, NHSBT forecasts demand at blood product, type and 
group level on a hospital-by-hospital basis. Transforming its supply chain 
from a 'push' to a 'pull' model enabled it to meet specific patient 
requirements in specific locations and route blood supplies to areas where 
they are most needed.

Participating hospitals soon reduced delivery costs by 20% and reduced 
waste from overstocked perishables by as much as 30%. The highly 
automated system relieved hospitals of the time-consuming effort to order, 
manage and replenish blood supplies.

Help Arrives

Life is Even Better

Life is Good

Big Challenge

"Our new ToolsGroup system allows us to 
respond faster to crises and support 
patients with complex requirements, like 
those that need multiple transfusions or 
have rare blood types.“

- Justin Baker, Accountable Executive PCS 
Project, Blood & Transplant
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Thank you

www.toolsgroup.com

Corso Monforte 54

20122 Milano

ToolsGroup Italy +39 02 870 64250

it-info@toolsgroup.com


